THE AMAZING BOOK CART RACE

ANSWER SHEET

In the book *Greasy Rider*, Greg and Iggy have a bet that Greg must complete a series of errands for a prize. This Amazing Book Cart Race is based on that bet.

Our Amazing Book Cart Race, like the Amazing Race on TV, requires you to complete tasks, like Greg, and return to the starting point for a chance at a prize.

Each errand requires hunting down the answer to a question and collecting a token at the search site. For example, you may be asked to go to the circulation desk, ask for the Library hours and collect a map of the college. Write your answer to the question on this sheet and put what you collect in the bag attached to this sheet.

Example:

Answer: Monday – Thursday: 8 am – 9:30 pm; Friday: 8 am – 4:30 pm; Saturday: 10 am – 2 pm.

See token attached to this sheet.

Begin your Amazing Book Cart Race by finding the Library Queen (hint: BADGE).

1. Answer: ______________________________________________________________________
   Pick up a picture and your next errand assignment.

2. Answer: ______________________________________________________________________
   Pick up a token and your next errand assignment.

3. Answer: ______________________________________________________________________
   Pick up a flier and your next errand assignment.

4. Select one by circling the correct answer:
   a. 520 feet
   b. 380 feet
   c. 20 yards
   Pick up token and next errand assignment.

5. Answer: ______________________________________________________________________
   Pick up token and next errand assignment.

6. Answer: 1. __________________________________________
   2. ___________________________________________ 3. __________________________
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